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His finishing capacity is great. He has
scored up to 15 goals in a season. He
is dynamic and have good
movements in attack. He has capacity
to score in one touch, something key
for a centre-forward.

He is strong. He is powerful to win
offensive 1v1 duels. By using his body
to displace and win the possession,
he succeed in individual duels. Also,
he is smart to protect the ball and
generate fouls. 

Posting is one of his main skills. Due
to his biotype, he stands up and link
up with one or two touches while
transitioning into attack. He is
accurate to pass, becoming a
reference up front to receive a
vertical pass.

FINISHING OFFENSIVE 1v1 DUELS POSTING
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His team aims him in the direct play
through vertical long passes.
Regardless his great posting, they play
direct because of his great aerial play.
He wins offensive 1v1 duels by heading
and then causing a second play. He
constantly puts teammate in play by
heading down to their foot.

He has an important defensive role. He
has sacrifice to mark rivals. He presses
and closes passing lanes. Putting the
opponent uncomfortable, either he
intercepts or not, is another
characteristic of his play.

HIGH PRESSING

Due to his height, body and aerial play,
he fits perfectly in set pieces.
Obviously, being a forward makes him
really important for the offensive ones,
but he is able to give a hand in
defense. He can be that players who
stays free and goes directly for the ball.

SET PIECESAERIAL PLAY
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Social Media

@miltoon_gimenez

https://www.instagram.com/miltoon_gimenez/?hl=es

